Job Posting NAC Host:

National Talk Show Host  
Koahnic Broadcast Corp. is looking for a talented host for the premier national live radio talk show, Native America Calling. We seek someone who can engage audiences with natural curiosity, sharp insight and a deep understanding of Native issues. We want a host with a bold vision to work with our team to hold leaders accountable, expose inequities and highlight the riches and promise that Native culture offers.

Our host will work with a team of producers in a fast-paced environment to develop show ideas and reach out to leaders, experts, artists, activists, athletes, entrepreneurs and ordinary people with stories to tell that exemplify pressing issues. While expediency is important with any daily talk show, accuracy and sensitivity are also critical qualities. Our host will connect with audiences through our live radio show, on digital platforms and occasional live event appearances. We want someone who inspires the best work from their colleagues and helps create a secure and fulfilling office environment.

Duties include: hosting a live radio show in accordance with FCC guidelines; interviewing guests, researching current issues and developing compelling questions and narrative arcs; generating show ideas; developing sources and contacts; recording show elements; fielding promotions for radio stations; ensuring that grant obligations are met; occasionally hosting shows or making other appearances in front of a live audience; collaborating with producers on show development; demonstrating good news judgement; understanding and accommodating various cultural requirements; delivering on the mission of Koahnic Broadcast Corp.

To apply: submit a cover letter, resume and 3 references, a sample of work, and a completed KBC Application for Employment (located at nativeamericacalling.org) to HR@knba.org. Koahnic Broadcast Corporation is an equal opportunity employer.